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Welcome New Members
We are pleased to welcome the following new members to our group. We are glad you have
decided to join us!
John Allen

MI

David Kenneth

TX

Lance Andrus

NC

Alex Knotts

OR

Zack Asitonka

Nigeria

Tim LeGrand

TN

Jason Baskin

NJ

Natalia Mironova

Russia

David Beasley

AL

Makoto Mistuhashi

Japan

Marie Bellard

MI

John Nimtz

MI

James Broderick

CA

Stephan Obradovich NV

Kenneth Campin

GA

Charles Powell

PA

Michele Ciulla-Strange

NC

Henk Prins

Australia

Chi Kuang Chen

Taiwan

James Rambur

MT

Tom Daniel

SC

Lilly Semisorrow

OH

Michael Frobe

WA

Sue Steeneken

CA

David J. Goode

NC

Robin Suddaby

NC

Timur Gordeev

Russia

Chen Jua Hsu

Taiwan

Mark Tolbert

GA
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Letter from your President
Tom Mitchell

Greetings All,
Greetings to faceters far and near.

allowing us to have even more interesting
goodies to shop for.

We have made excellent progress toward getting
things back on track. Our Single Stone
Competition team of judges is hard at work
evaluating and grading the stones that many of
you submitted for this year's contest. Good luck
to all of you and I hope you achieve your goals.

Our plans for the Tucson Faceters Frolic are
coming along. We plan to have a four (4) day
event again this coming year. The first day,
Wednesday February 6, will be a Gem Buying
Tour of Tucson The next three (3) days,
Thursday, February 7 through Saturday,
February 9, will again be at the Old Pueblo
Lapidary Club. We hope to include: a two day
long Introduction to Faceting class, one day of
Gem Cad classes, and while these activities are
going on we plan to have speakers talking on
various subjects related to faceting. I will also
be encouraging the various faceting machine and
faceting equipment manufactures to come and
display their goods at this three day event. Our
Frolic officially ends at 5pm on Saturday, but
don't go too far because the Old Pueblo Lapidary
Club plans to have their Hob Nob, beginning at 7
pm and this event includes the prettiest stone
contest for natural and synthetic stones and there
should be a number of gem rough dealers on
hand during the event.

We also have our design selection team hard at
work choosing next year's designs. We have a
tentative lineup of designs in place. Now we
need to have these selections cut and evaluated
by our committee before we present them to the
USFG Board to be officially sanctioned as next
year's designs. Ultimately we should have them
available to be published in our December news
letter.
My heartfelt congratulations go out to the team
that put on this year's Franklin Faceters Frolic. It
was a huge success and the new digs were
perfect. We had it at the newly renovated
Community Center in Franklin, North Carolina .
Attendance was up dramatically; the speakers
were all very interesting and the venders all
seemed to do very well. Sources have it that we
may get a larger room for the venders next year,

Another bit of business that we have been
working on is collecting equipment and
4
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memorabilia for a faceting museum. It has been
a lifelong dream of Glenn Klein, our former
historian, to put together a collection of faceting
memorabilia that would eventually become a
faceting museum. Many of his cut stones have
been acquired and some will be available for
sale. Also, he collected some unique early
faceting machine models which are now in our
possession. I have also learned that there are
other members who have been collecting
memorabilia. Eventually we hope to consolidate
these collections and either present them to the
Smithsonian for consideration or if an
appropriate location can be found perhaps we
can establish a permanent faceting museum.
Currently we have been offered space on a
temporary basis at the Jacksonville Gem and
Mineral Club's extensive museum in their club
house. Our museum efforts will eventually
require a vote of the membership to make

necessary changes to our bylaws in order for us
to devote our full energies to this project. This
vote will be called at the end of the year during
our general membership meeting.
In closing, I would like to remind everyone that
the United States Faceters Guild is here to serve
you. If you have suggestions on how we can
serve you better please don't hesitate to contact
me directly at my home number or send me an
email.
Sincerely,
Tom Mitchell, President
United States Faceters Guild
tommitchellgems@gmail.com
352-751-0906

5
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Editors Corner
Dan Lynch, VP
with new rough including some beautiful green
Sphene from John Garsow that I’m looking
forward to cutting soon!
Have spent most of my cutting time doing
repairs and recuts for a few clients and also
cutting a few stones for my ESPCGems.com
website, soon to be relaunched and renamed
DanLynchGems.com. Sometime this fall most
likely. I’ve found it’s a great platform to show
stones, have sold a few from the site, but have
sold more because of the site. It’s a side thing
for me and not my day to day job, so I’m happy
with this.
Here’s a few of the gems I’ve been working on.

Welcome to Your
September October
Newsletter.
Wow… the fall is here already, and hmmm,
thinking this might be better named the October
newsletter. Sorry – life gets away from me
sometimes. And this is my next to last
newsletter. After 2+ years, I’ll be passing the
torch to someone after December.
Could YOU be the next USFG Newsletter
Editor? We need someone to step up. Contact
either myself or our President if you’re
interested.

First up a Morganite repair for a local jewelry
store. Original stone at the bottom was dead in
terms of light return, and overall just not
attractive. Definitely was an overseas cut stone,
poor meets and polish. Personally I would have
love to have reworked this into a cushion, but the
store wanted to save weight and keep it an oval

Since the last newsletter, I was able to attend the
Franklin Frolic Event sponsored by the USFG
(more details later in the newsletter) and had a
great time. Saw old friends and met some new
ones – spent four days in our new location
talking and cutting a few stones. Came home
6
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shape. Finished up nicely and sold quickly for
them.

This guy is a brilliant blue-green tourmaline that
was a re-cut for a retail client. I failed to take a
before picture, but trust me – it was a major
improvement.

This gem might look familiar to many of you.
It’s this year’s Masters competition gem. I’ve
entered before, came very close, but haven’t
scored over 92 yet. Was 92+ one year. This
year honestly, I waited to long and am not sure if
this stone will qualify or not, but I enter as a
challenge, for fun, to learn more and because I
can hear Will Smith who was my mentor in this
world pushing me to do so from beyond. I just
usually procrastinate and then end up rushing a
bit at the end. Sound like anyone else you
know? And hey…it’s a pretty gem, even if it
doesn’t qualify!

This round is a beautiful red garnet from my trip
to Malawi in May. I’ve got a number of these
that will keep me busy for a while. The gem
reminds me as well of bright smiles from such
7
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friendly people and all of the hard work that
went into un-earthing each gem we have the
privilege to cut. NEVER FORGET that part of
the process.

If you’re not already doing re-cuts, they can be
fun and also challenging. I love seeing worn
gems come back to life.

This final picture is a “re-polish” for a client.
That’s what was said on the call I received.
When I picked up the stone it was quickly
apparent this would be a re-cut rather than a
quick polish. This client had really enjoyed her
peridot ring which now has new life and only
lost about half a ct.

Enough from me – read on, some interesting
articles are in your future!
As always – this is your newsletter, so feel free
to shoot me an email with what you’d like to see
included? Or perhaps you’d like to write an
article, be featured in our New Member Profile
(which you’ll notice does NOT appear in this
newsletter), or perhaps share a new pattern
you’ve designed. Just shoot me an email at
editor@usfacetersguild.org.
Thanks!!
--Dan Lynch, Editor and USFG Vice President

8
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A METHOD OF CUTTING & POLISHING GEMS
BY GLENN KLEIN
Here is what I found to be good combinations for me, in completing gemstones. All faceters come to
what works best for them, and that is fine. Deviations will vary widely, but the reason I wrote this article
is for those who simply do not have a satisfactory method as yet. So here are my suggestions for what
you might try. Hopefully you will find this article to be helpful.
MATERIAL

NAT/SYN

PRE-POLISH LAP

POLISH LAP

POLISH POWDER

Beryl, Aquamarine Nat

3000 Copper

Typemetal

100 K Diamond

Beryl, Emerald,

Man-made

3000 Copper

Typemetal

100 K Diamond

Beryl, Heliodor

Nat

3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

Glued down Ultra-Lap

Beryl, Morganite,

Man-made

3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

Glued down Ultra-Lap

Beryl, Morganite

Nat

3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

Glued down Ultra-Lap

Corundum
Syn
Use Norbide Stick

3000 Copper

Ceramic

100-200 KDiamond

Cubic Zirconia
Syn
Use Norbide Stick

1200 Copper

Ceramic

100-200 K Diamond

Garnet, Malaya
Spray

Nat

3000 Copper

Tin

100 K Italdo Diamond

Garnet, Rhodolite
Spray

Nat

3000 Copper

Tin

100 K Italdo Diamond

Glass

Man Made

3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

Glued down Ultra-Lap

Kunzite
Nat
1200 Copper
Use extreme care & nothing roughly.

Tin

Linde A Powder

Lithium Niobate

Tin

Sapphire Powder

Man-Made

Quartz
Nat
Light hand pressure in ½” area

3000 Copper
3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

9
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MATERIAL

POLISH LAP

POLISH POWDER

3000 Copper

Tin

Linde A

Strontium Titanate Man-Made

3000 Copper

Tin

Sapphire Powder

Sunstone

Nat

3000 Copper

Cerium Oxide

Glued down Ultra-Lap

Topaz
Nat
Use Norbide Stick

3000 Copper

Typemetal

100K Italdo Diamond

Tourmaline

Nat

3000 Copper

Tin

Sapphire Polish

YAG

Man Made

3000 Copper

Tin

Sapphire Powder

YALO

Man Made

1200 Copper

Ceramic

200k Italdo Diamond

Zircon

Nat

1200 Copper

Tin

Linde A

Zincite

Man Made

1200 Copper

Tin

Sapphire Powder

Spinel

NAT/SYN

JUNE 2018

Syn

PRE-POLISH LAP

More Notes:
I never sweep the stone clear across the lap because of hills and valleys that leave scratches.
I always use slow lap speeds to control accuracy.
I use certain areas of the lap to accomplish better results. Some facets on the same stone need to be
polished differently.
My designs that have some DO NOT POLISH sections call for those facets using a smooth dull finish,
like with a 1200 lap.
My UltraTec faceting machine has an excellent hard stop device.
I use the hard stop to control getting facets back to exact spots on the lap that I have kept notes for.
My polishing 3000 diamond impregnated Copper lap as well as my Tin, Ceramic, & Type metal laps have
all been broken in (with the Norbide stick) prior to using them for finish polishing of my most prized
gems. This is to limit scratches and pits to appear because of “uneven particles” of diamond. The Norbide
stick is 3” long x 1/2”wide x 1/4 “ thick and is made of an extremely hard material. I use the edge of the
3” and ¼” long sides to break down minute particles of 100k & 200k diamond that I have sprayed onto
my Copper, Ceramic, Tin, and Type metal laps. This also helps in forcing the larger diamond particles
down into the polish lap.
10
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Cutting and polishing Kunzite has turned out to be the most difficult mineral that I have worked with.
Next has been Quartz, if you can believe that. After all of my experiments, I have had the most success
with this method for Quartz: When you have finished with your cutting by using your 3000 pre-polish
lap, and are ready to start polishing the facets, make sure that your polish lap is very clean. My UltraTec
faceting machine has an excellent Hard Stop, which controls the exact angles that I last used in finishing
cutting the facets. Even a polish lap has high and low areas. I mark the outer ring of the highest point of
the lap with a black ink marker pen and use this to be the reference point that all my angles are compared
to. From this point on you make sure you are not pressing the facet so that it gets polished rounded too
far down, you want the Hard Stop to control the pressuring. You want flat facets. Use a small area of the
lap to work with, certainly do not sweep the stone clear across the lap from its outer edge to the center of
the polish lap. Take the time to carefully write down the angles and areas of the lap that you last used.
You may find that you have to polish near the outer edge of the lap, or you need to use a place on the lap
that nears its center. The facet is getting polished at different directions, and you may find some angles
do develop scratches while others do not on the same gem. With Quartz I have had the best luck by using
a Ceramic Oxide Ultra lap that is glued down to a flat lap of some kind. Even so, I would first use the
Ultra-Lap with a few stones so that it is worn down a bit from use. You will have less pits and scratches
appearing that way.

11
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Franklin Faceters Frolic
11 (FFF11) Wrap Up!
The 2018 edition of the Franklin Faceters Frolic
(FFF!!) brought some new changes to the yearly
show. This year the show increased to 4 days
July 26-29th. We also moved to a new venue.
There were no shortage of vendors, speakers and
attendees.

Friday saw a greater procession of show goers,
some just being introduced into the world of
faceting. Gerry Boykin demonstrated and spoke
about the ins and outs of fantasy cutting. He
even sold a new Ultra Tech V5 machine! Friday
afternoon had Roy Kersey speaking about
cutting for yield.
Saturday was another big day with even more
people. The new location was a really good
move for exposure for our show. Dan Lynch
spoke about sourcing rough in East Africa in the
morning with Tom Smith giving his presentation
on “An Introduction To Diamond Cutting” in the
afternoon. It was also a big used machine day as
we saw a Facette Gem Master II, Ultratec V2
and a Graves Mark I come in the door and right
back out. Ken Michalek had an old Prismatic
Accura-Flex for sale, but it ended up going back
home with him. Ken was also showing off a
digital fantasy machine.

An excitement was in the air as the show started
Thursday morning. The Frolic found a new
home at the Franklin Carpenter Center with the
Franklin County Gemboree. The show is now 4
days and the anticipation of greater traffic was
high, and we were not disappointed. Seven
vendors were ready, and participation was brisk.
In the afternoon Tom Mitchell (USFG President)
gave a talk about the finer points of dopping and
re-dopping.

12
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Speaking of next year, we are planning to move
to a bigger room at the show! If you have some
things you would like to sell, want to give a
lecture or to help volunteer with the fun, please
contact me Ken Michalek, ken@airfloinc.com,
864-561-2294.
I would like to give a very heartfelt thank you to
Norm Holbert for which I couldn’t do this show
without him.
Event Speakers
Dan Lynch
Tom Mitchell
Gerry Boykin
Roy Kersey
Tom Smith
Sunday was the wind down day. Traffic had
dropped off but that was expected. The final
thing to do for the weekend was to pull the
winning ticket for the 8” Gearloose Polishing Kit
donated by Jon Rolfe of Gearloose Lapidary.
The lucky winner was Charles Viereck of Ft.
Pierce FL. We all packed our supplies and said
our goodbyes till next year.

Event Dealers
John Garsow Gems
Day Lynch Gems
Marsh Howard Lightning Laps
Tom Mitchell Mitchell Jewelry Studio
Gerry Boykin Ultra Tech
Roy Kersey
Ken Michalek
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Most of the time I can do this with the grinding
wheels. But there are three main reasons I’ll saw
- problems, proportions, and waste. I’ll look at
some examples of each and how sawing makes a
difference.

Sawing Rough – because Bigger
is not always Better
By Lisa Elser
A few years back, I was approached by a faceter
who wanted to see my work and have me look
at his. He faceted as a hobby but was very proud
of his gems. Two things struck me from that
encounter. The first was when he pulled out a big
dark stone and handed it over. The girdle was at
least 4mm thick. The stone itself was nearly
black, and when I asked why he’d left the girdle
so thick he responded “I got great yield.” Then
he looked at one of my stones, and found an
inclusion with the loupe. He pointed out that I
could have cut a loupe clean stone, but I told him
that since I cut for a living, eye clean was more
than fine by me.

Problems
Sometimes you have a piece of rough that’s
wonderful, except for an inclusion, crack, divot
or other problem. Sawing along the offending
area can often get you two great stones,
Last time I was in Tanzania, one of my brokers
brought me a particularly fine sapphire. The
rough was 58 carats, and the owner had taken a
bus 8 hours from Tanga to bring it.
It was stunning, and expensive. There were
typical Umba sapphire inclusions through the
stone, but what was worrisome were the large
fracturelike inclusions running down one side
about 3/4 of the way in. I made an offer, and it
was accepted, so, the 58 carat baby was now
mine to take home.

My goal is always to get the best possible gem
from a piece of rough. Not the biggest, not the
cleanest, but the best. In evaluating material for
faceting, one of the tools in my toolkit is sawing.
Sometimes the very best use of a single rough
stone is multiple cut stones.
Orientation and Deciding what to Cut
One of the hardest things to get right when we’re
starting to facet is orientation. That’s why lots of
people start learning on synthetic material, and
why I don’t teach on synthetic. It takes time and
practice to be able to see the future gem in the
rough, and sawing just adds another dimension
to that process.

I decided to saw this into 3 stones. I sawed first
along the largest inclusion, then sawed the
smaller off-cut along another inclusion. The
largest piece is now 32cts after some preforming.
The smaller ones are about 8 and 5cts
respectively.

Before I’ll decide on a shape, I’ll usually
partially preform the rough. If I remove
anything that is 100% not going to be part of the
finished gem, like cracks, iron spots, and
protruding areas, then I can get a much better
sense of where to put the table and what shape
will give me the best finished gem.

Instead of walking away from the sapphire
because of those potential fractures, or
14
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trying to get one stone with serious problems, I’ll
get one spectacular gem, and two very nice ones.

I got this amazing Apatite from a friend. It’s over
160 carats, and with dimensions of
24x21.7x25mm is nearly a cube. By sawing off
the wedges I not only save myself the roughing
in time, and I get 3 or even 4 new gems from the
off-cuts. In this case, there probably won’t be
much. If any, loss of yield on the main gem – the
parts that get sawn off would have been ground
away.

Proportions
Sometimes, I’ll get a stone that is gorgeous
color, great value, and just badly proportioned
for a single gem. Maybe I’ll cut a cab, but more
often than not I’ll saw it and get two stones with
excellent proportions.
If it’s possible to get a matched pair of gems
that’s ideal, but even if it’s not, it may
still be worthwhile.
This Tsavorite is 10.7cts, a very respectable size.
It’s dimensions, though, don’t make it possible
to cut a single gem that doesn’t window. That
taper means a matched pair doesn’t make sense
either. I got the stone as part of a larger buy, and
the price was excellent.

Buying Rough with Issues.
If you already own rough that has some
problems (and don’t we all) sawing is a
great addition to your skill set. Trim saws are not
expensive, and my compact 4-inch trim saw is
light enough that I can stash it in the basement
until it’s needed.

If I saw this about 2/3rds down the length, I can
get a terrific cushion of probably 2- 2.5cts and a
trillion of about 1ct.

The big question is when you do decide to buy a
piece of rough that will need sawing? It’s
important to be able to assess the stone, make
some intelligent estimates on what you’ll get
after sawing, and make sure you’re not paying
“large rock” pricing for 2 small rocks.
For me with the Sapphire, I believe that I’ll make
enough on the large stone to make it worthwhile,
and the two smaller stones are just a benefit.

Waste
What happens, when the rough is nearly cubeshaped? Do you grind off all that material to get
a pavilion? Not on a larger stone when I can
easily saw off some nice wedges to turn into
other gems.
15
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There is no large clean sapphire rough on the
market, and this was a beautiful stone.

straight and not chip the stone. Our blade is 4” in
diameter and .014in thick.

The Tsavorite, had it been priced like a 2-gram
stone would have been an unreasonable
purchase, but it was part of a larger purchase,
and the price was more than fair for the gems it
should produce.

If you use water, a coolant added to the water
can help with heat buildup. You’ll want to be
especially careful with stones like Tourmaline
which fracture with too much heat. I use
water because oil gets messy. Drain the pan and
wipe the blade with mineral oil or WD40
immediately after sawing.

The Apatite is a no brainer. Those off-cuts are
pure profit if they survive sawing (it IS Apatite,
after all) and it’s a spectacular stone.

A variable speed saw (up to 3500 RPM) allows
for the higher speeds needed for the ultrathin
kerf diamond gem blades.

The only way to learn this is experience. Look
for problem children in your rough box and
practice making those decisions. You’ll soon
learn what works and doesn’t work and begin
developing an eye for how to divide a stone.

Mark the stone for cutting with a black or silver
Sharpie, whichever shows up best. Hold the
stone gently but firmly on both sides of the
blade. Don’t push hard, and make small
movements forward, then rest, forward, then rest.
Let the blade do the cutting. That helps
keep the stone cool and prevents the blade from
binding.

Working with a trim saw.
Wear eye protection, every time.
You’ll want a thin saw blade to eliminate waste,
but the blade needs to be stiff enough to cut

16
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Make Plans To Attend Now!
We hope to see you in Tucson in 2019 at the Annual
Tucson Faceters’ Frolic Event
Next year’s Tucson Faceters Frolic will be from February 6 through February
9. February 6 will be a gem buying tour of the shows in Tucson. It will start at one of
the freeway shows at around 9 am and will take most of the day. February 7 through 9
we will be at the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club. There will be Gem Cad classes, an
Introduction to Faceting two-day class, and speakers from 10 am till 9 pm Thursday and
Friday and 10 am till 5 pm on Saturday. We will also have vendors at our event selling
a variety of faceting goods.
The Hob Nob sponsored by the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club will be from 6 pm till 9 pm on
Saturday night and they usually have gem dealers at their event.

Dates are

Wednesday February 6th through Saturday
February 9th, 2019
Watch the USFG Website for More Details.

17
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ROGER DERY LAUNCHES
NONPROFIT FOCUSED ON
EAST AFRICA

nonprofit organization dedicated
to education, vocational training, and local
economies in East African mining
communities.

Gem Legacy, Inc. to support mining
communities and gem education

“Gem Legacy is dedicated to what we've
been doing in Africa for over 20 years,” said
Roger Dery, President of Roger Dery Gem
Design and Gem Legacy, Inc. “In our 57
combined trips to Africa, we have met
thousands of people in East Africa’s remote
villages and bush mines where gems have

Roger and his wife Ginger, with daughter
Rachel Dery.
[ROYAL OAK, Mich., August 28, 2018] Roger Dery of Roger Dery Gem Design,
with his wife Ginger and daughter Rachel,
has launched Gem Legacy, a 501c3
18
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The organization has several initiatives,
including Gem Faceting Training, Kitarini
Primary School, and Gemological Training.
100% of every donation returns directly to
the communities where gems are mined.

had a remarkable influence on their lives.
Gems bring hope, make a difference, and
leave a lasting change... a timeless legacy. It
is time to raise up an army to support the
husbands, wives, daughters, sons, brothers,
sisters, granddaughters, and grandsons of
gemstones.”

For more information about Gem Legacy,
Inc. or to donate, please
email info@gemlegacy.org or
visit gemlegacy.org. To learn more, follow
Gem Legacy on
Instagram @thegemlegacy and on
Facebook @thegemlegacy.
MEDIA ADVISORY: If you would like
more information or to schedule an
interview, please contact Roger Dery
at info@gemlegacy.org or 248-545-3546.
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Hurricane preparation so we correlated the
running of the car engine with the news
programs, so we could follow the news and
weather reports. I also discovered that while the
TV was playing, I could charge my laptop PC.
Other family members also charged their cell
phones. Anyway, once the computer battery was
sufficiently charged, I found that I could spend
time learning how to better use GemCad and
eventually I found myself revising existing cuts
and eventually even designing new ones. The
final result was what I initially named the
“Irmanator” after the hurricane that put us in the
situation.

The IRMANATOR!
By Bill Polland

The initial cut on the pavilion was modeled after
a tattoo that one of my faceting students had on
their arm. I couldn’t find anything like it on my
copy of Dataview, so I just started making cuts
to see what would happen. I like to cut in CZ
mainly because it is relatively inexpensive,
polishes easily, and it makes almost any pattern
come alive with light return.

During the fall of last year (2017), Jacksonville
was under siege by hurricane Irma. In my area,
all electrical power, all cable service, all
telephone lines were down. It was as if we were
back in time, perhaps something akin to my
youth when there was no television, no
telephones, no distractions except what mother
nature provided. Without electricity, we cooked
on a charcoal grill, used water from our
swimming pool to flush the toilets, and generally
spent a lot of time experiencing the old art of
conversation. Reading only worked when the
sun was out during the day. After a while, our
granddaughter figured out that we could run a
television using a connection to the family car.
After all, we did fill the tank as part of our

The stone was also cut during the fall 2017
Jacksonville Gem and Mineral Society (JGMS)
annual show. Several club members took turns
holding a continuous demonstration by cutting a
stone from rough while answering questions
from the many show visitors. Visitors could see
the progress of the cut during the day, or perhaps
from day to day. On the last day, the stone was
raffled off and the proceeds went to the JGMS
Junior program.
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United States Faceters Guild

2018 Single Stone Competition
Update

The 2018 Contest is Closed!
We received 65 entries and the gems are currently being judged. Results will be reported
in the December Newsletter.
Your competition committee is also hard at work on the 2019 Competition which we plan
to announce in December this year rather than March.
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against a flat, stationary abrasive surface and
were almost always cut as domed cabochons.
This all changed in the early 1400’s when the
artistic revolution of the Renaissance kicked off
in Europe and technology and its associated
ideas started to transform.

Lapidary Technology Through the
Ages: Laps and Polish
written by Justin K Prim, Institute of Gems
Trading
with contributions by
Jon Rolfe, Gearloose Lapidary, LLC
and Thomas Smith, Adamas Instrument
Corporation

History remembers Flemish diamond cutter
Lodewyk van Bercken as the inventor of the
horizontal diamond wheel (or scaif in diamond
cutting terminology) in 1476. Under close
scrutiny though, it seems that Lodewyk might
have been mistitled because we have two
illustrated representations of early faceting
machines in manuscripts of the era. Henri
Arnaut, one of the most learned and well known
medical astrologers of his century, left us an
incredibly detailed drawing of one of these
machines in 1439. In a German manuscript
called the Codex Latinus Monacensis, 40 years
before Bercken, we see a crude drawing of the
same kind of machine, so it seems likely that
Lodewyk van Bercken was not actually the
“father of faceting” that we were lead to believe.

Abstract:
This article provides a history of the tools used
in the gem cutting industry, the cutting lap and
the polishing powder. The author goes through
many historical texts to find images and
descriptions of cutting techniques from the
Renaissance until modern times. The article is
supplemented with information from two of
America’s major lap and polish innovators.
Body of Text:
Whether we are competition cutters, hobbyists,
or professional gemstone faceters, there is one
thing that ties us all together and that’s our usage
of lapidary cutting and polishing wheels, known
as laps, and the various compounds we put on
the laps to cut and polish a gemstone.
The idea for this article came about during my
research on the colored stone faceting machines
of history. Every time I would find a new
illustration it would be accompanied with a
description of how the machine was used and
what laps were used with it. I was fascinated to
discover that the early lapidary technology was
not as different to our current tools as I would
have imagined.

The Beginning
The story of the flat lap is essentially the story of
faceting. Before the invention of the horizontally
spinning flat wheel, all stone were cut on round
water wheel powered cutting wheels or rubbed

from the Treatise of Henri Arnaut de Zwolle,
Netherlands, 1439,
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This technical drawing tells us that the
instrument was used to “polish precious stones,
the fragments of which are well-suited for
medical use.” (Arnaut, 1439, p. 136) It doesn’t
say much about the laps but luckily in the Codex
Latinus Monacensis, we learn that “it requires
three polishing disks, the first is lead, the second
is tin, the third is copper.” (CLM 197, 1430, pg.
48)
This is incredible to me because, though I don’t
have a lead lap in my collection, I do have a tin
and a copper lap that get regular use in my
machine. It seems that in 588 years, technology
hasn’t changed too much. Let’s delve deeper and
see what we find.

from the Gemmarum et Lapidum, Anselmi
Boetii de Boodt, Prague, 1609
De Boodt tell us that “Through a rope, the
wooden wheel moves a tin wheel, on which
water mixed with emery powder is sprinkled.”
(Boodt, 1609, pg. 38) We not only see a
continued use of tin but we also get an idea of
one of the abrasives they were using to cut and
polish colored stones.

Developments in Prague
Our next stop in history is Prague. In 1575,
Rudolph II sets up his court in Bohemia which
ends up being a very important place, not only
for gem cutting, but for science, the arts, and
philosophy. Rudolph was very interested in the
new thinking of the time and the Renaissance
thinkers had some big ideas. One of the
important families that he was able to persuade
to live at his court was the famous gem cutting
dynasty from Italy, the Miseroni’s. He invited
Dionysio Miseroni to run his gem cutting and
jewelry workshop. Bohemia had just begun to
mine its famous garnets so there was plenty of
work to do. We learn from the Codex Latinus
Monacensis that the master cutters in Venice
were using the hand-cranked faceting machine
that we saw above, so it’s likely that this kind
faceting technology came to Prague along with
the Miseronis from Italy. By the time it arrives to
Prague, it looks very different than it did in
1439. We have a manuscript from 1609 by
Anselmus Boetius de Boodt, a teacher,
astronomer, and alchemist, who was Rudolf’s
personal physician and also in charge of
Rudolph’s cabinet of minerals.

Emery, which we see most often referred to in
old lapidary manuscripts by its Greek name
“smuris” means “to smooth” or “to polish.”
Mineralogical analysis reveals that sapphire,
ruby, and emery are very nearly the same
substance. The sapphire contains 92% alumina,
the rest being silica and iron oxide. The ruby
contains 90% alumina and common corundum
contains 91% alumina. Emery contains 86%
alumina, thus very close to the other three and
having, like them, only two other components
besides alumina. Emery has been written about
for its abrasive properties since Pliny the Elder,
2000 years ago. Emery is an effective abrasive
because it’s extremely hard particles wear away
the protuberant parts of the stone more rapidly
than they themselves wear away. Emery would
have been slower to use to use than diamond
powder, but more readily available and much
cheaper.
In one of the earliest compiled encyclopedias,
the Dictionary of Arts and Sciences in 1728, we
learn that “The oriental ruby, sapphire, and topaz
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are cut on a copper wheel with diamond dust,
tempered with olive oil, and are polished on
another copper wheel with tripoli and water. The
hyacinth, emerald, amethyst, garnets, agates, and
other stones are cut on a leaden wheel with smalt
(emery) and water, and polished on a tin wheel
with tripoli. Turquoise, girasol and opal, are cut
and polished on a wooden wheel with tripoli
also.” (DAS, 1728)

cutting center of Germany is Idar-Oberstein and
they held on to ancient stone cutting practices for
longer than anyone else in Europe. IdarOberstein started cutting stones on waterwheelpowered cutting mills towards the end of the
1200’s. The work was hard and slow and back
breaking. Before the existence of a flat spinning
wheel impregnated with diamond powder, there
was sandstone. Giant sandstone wheels were
turned by the force of a running river. Sandstone,
an organic abrasive made of quartz grains held
together in a natural cement, was probably the
earliest abrasive in history. For reference,
sandstone is a 6–7 on the Mohs scale of hardness
whereas emery is between 6 and 9 depending on
its specific mixture of corundum, spinel, and
other minerals.

Tripoli Powder and Emery Powder
Now we see that not only are they using their
spinning wheels with diamond and emery
powder but also with a new abrasive called
tripoli or “rotten stone.” Tripoli is a fine
powdered porous rock used as a polishing
abrasive. It is usually weathered limestone mixed
with silica. Tripoli particles are rounded rather
than sharp, making it a milder abrasive. Tripoli
comes from various places including Brittany, in
France, and Derbyshire, in England, whose
residents refer to it as “rotten stone.” Tripoli also
comes in different forms. “Hard rotten stone”
occurs in detached nodular lumps, dispersed
through large rock debris of limestone. The soft
rotten stone occurs as a kind of spongy earth,
either coating the more hardened variety or
deposited in considerable quantities under the
debris of limestone rock. Rotten stone is
produced by the disintegration of a particular
variety of limestone, probably a black marble.
(PMSDUK, 1843, pg. 270)
Millstones
Sandstone cutting wheels in Idar-Oberstein.
Photos by Justin K Prim

I have to take a moment to speak about what was
going on in Germany at this time. The major
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These type of cutting mills were pioneered for
cutting agate and quartz. The wheels used no
grit, only the friction of the spinning sandstone
wheel against the stone. After the introduction of
electricity in 1891, they developed smaller
sandstone wheels against which they could freehand facet stones. For polishing, they had a small
wooden spinning wheel on which they would
wet and brush on a home-made polishing
powder, that included ingredients such as
powdered slate or aluminum oxide. Each cutter
had his own special recipe. They continued to cut
stones like this until the 1870’s when Bohemian
technology came to Germany and Idar-Oberstein
adopted the hand-cranked machine technology
similar to the rest of Europe.

Industrial Revolution

Familiar Lessons on Mineralogy and Geology,
John Mawe, London, 1821
The coming of the French Revolution and the
Industrial Revolution brought a lot of changes
for the lapidary trade and for lapidary
technology. We see a lot of improvements in the
cutting machines and in the cuts of gems. John
Mawe provides us a great illustration of a
portable faceting machine and on the left, we see
a pile of laps, or mills as they were called at the
time. In the accompanying text, we discover
what they were used for: “Polishing is performed
by a mill made of pewter. Whilst the left hand is
employed turning, the right applies the stone to
the surface of the mill, which is charged with
emery, and kept constant wet by brush. When the
surface is sufficiently worn down, the lead mill
may be displaced and the polishing mill erected;
it must be charged with rotten stone or tripoli
with a little water. A feather from the mouth
supplies oil.” (Mawe, 1813) A few years later,

The sandstone cutting millstone and wood
polishing wheel of Idar-Oberstein. Photos by
Justin K Prim
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Mawe released another book with even more
information on laps of the time:
“It is necessary to prepare a new polishing mill
by scraping it with a knife, or rather holding the
edge of the knife lightly upon the face of the
mill, and turn it gently round both ways, which
gives it a rough surface, and causes it to hold the
rotten stone better. [The stone] should be washed
and applied to the wood mill with flour emery, or
fine sand and water, before it is polished on the
pewter mill; after which, and finally, the cloth or
list mill may be resorted to, which will heighten
the polish, if necessary. There is another mill of
copper or iron to be used with coarse emery,
which will slit marble and soft substances (milk
may be used instead of water). These are the
mills generally used, but to render this apparatus
more complete and amusing, three others are
added- one is covered with cloth, and is intended
to be used with putty of Tin and a little water.
The mill covered with list [selvedge fabric]
should be used with putty and water; it is useful
in polishing substances with uneven surfaces.
The plain wood mill may be used with sand or
fine emery and water; it is applicable to various
purposes, marble, spars, gypsum, or shells. It is
necessary to state that the mills should be kept in
nice order, clean, and separate from each other,
as the smallest particle of emery would spoil the
polishing mill.” (Mawe, 1821, pg. 103)

from Turning and Manipulation, Charles
Holtzapffel, London, 1864
Later on in the century, we learn from Charles
Holzapffel in his book Turning and
Manipulation that “Notwithstanding the apparent
expensive of the diamond power, it is very
generally employed… and although for this and
some of the softer stones, emery, or in some
cases even sand, might be successfully
employed, the diamond powder is almost
exclusively used, as it is found to the most
economical, when the time occupied in the
cutting is taken into account. The diamond
powder cuts more rapidly than emery and it’s
very much more enduring. Many lapidaries
employ the same lead mill, both for roughing
and smoothing the surface of the stones; some
lapidaries however employ two benches for these
purposes so that the work may be taken from the
roughing mill to the smoothing mill, with out the
loss of the time incurred in crushing the coarse
emery quite fine, but when one bench only is
used for the roughing and smoothing, the same
lap is used to serve both purposes.” (Holtzapffel,
1864, pg. 1306)

For a book written almost 200 years ago, the
technology and techniques seem very modern,
from the large selection of lap materials to the tip
about keeping your laps clean. We can see that a
lot has changed between the 1600’s and the
1800’s. We must also consider that modern
crystallography studies really bloomed in the late
1700’s and early 1800’s, so this new
understanding of crystal growth and crystal
systems would have helped cutters to improve
their craft and increase their ability to cut stones.

Modern cutters can see how much work a
lapidary from the 1860’s might have had to go
through in order to cut and polish on the same
machine. Considering that the faceting machine
of the mid 1800’s would have been a large piece
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of furniture, it must have been quite an expensive
novelty to have two machines. We definitely
aren’t talking about hobbyists here. Anyone who
could afford two of the costly machines would
have definitely needed to make a good income
from cutting to pay for their investment.

from Gem Cutters Craft, Leopold Claremont,
London, 1906
Coming into the 1900’s I found one last book
entry that was helpful. From G.F. Herbert Smith,
we learn that “In recent years the artificially
prepared carborundum, silicide of carbon
corresponding to the formula CSi, which is
harder that corundum, has come into vogue for
grinding purposes. To efface the scratches left by
the abrasive agent and to impart a brilliant polish
to the facets, material of less hardness, such as
putty-powder, pumice, or rouge, is employed; in
all cases the lubricant is water. The grinding laps
are made of copper, gun-metal, or lead; and
pewter or wooden laps, the latter sometimes
faced with cloth or leather are used for polishing.
As a general rule, the harder the stone the greater
the speed of the lap.” (Smith, 1912, pg. 105)

from the Encyclopedia Britannica, 1875

Modern Era
As we come into an era closer to our own, I felt I
needed some help because there were more
innovations in the 1900's than in the previous
400 years of lapidary history. I was lucky
enough to be able to call upon Jon Rolfe and
Thomas Smith, very much the leaders of
innovation in the faceting industry today, to help
me piece together the tale of the 20th century.

In the 1930's, manufacturers discovered how to
plate diamonds onto laps and industrial flatlapping starts to develop. This is important
because from here on out, the technological
advances of the industrial manufacturing
industry would trickle its innovations into the
realm of gem cutting in America and throughout
the world. The introduction of plated laps meant
that gem cutters no longer had to go through the
effort of grinding diamond powder to their
desired level of fineness and then mix it with oil
and apply it to the lap. They could simply put the
lap on the machine and start cutting. The
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downside of this was that the lap had a much
shorter life; whereas the old copper or tin laps
might last decades or lifetimes, the plated lap
could wear down in months or years depending
on how much it was used.

to synthesize diamonds would change the cutting
industry forever by providing an abundant and
cost-efficient source of diamond powder.
The final breakthrough of 1954 was the creation
of the ceramic lap. Invented at the Crane Packing
Company by Don Berry and Don Hurst, the
technology was developed in order to flat-lap
cast iron seals for vacuum pipes. These seals
have all kinds of industrial applications including
nuclear power plants. They need the iron seals to
be perfectly flat so that nothing (such as nuclear
radiation) could leak out of them. This
technology eventually found its way into the
world of gem cutting: In 1973, David Miller and
Leonard Thiel started using recycled ceramic
computer hard disks to make ceramic laps for
gemstone polishing. Ceramic laps are made of a
mixture of aluminum oxide and ball clay and
some cutters like them because they can cut a
really nice, optically flat facet. The downside is
that the facet edges are so incredibly sharp (even
down to 100x) that they can easily chip.

This problem was solved twenty years later with
the introduction of diamond sintered laps. A
patent search leads me to believe that the first
sintered metal bond diamond wheels were
invented in 1954 by Paul Blackmer and their
introduction into the lapidary community gave
cutters a new, long lasting choice for cutting
laps. Now instead of months, a sintered lap
which has a high amount of diamond infused all
the way through the metal of the lap, could be
used for decades. The tradeoff was that a sintered
lap was much more expensive than a plated lap,
making it potentially too costly for a hobbyist
but a great investment for cutting factories.

In the early 1970’s another development in
abrasives occurred when Dupont, an explosives
company, thought “What if we take graphite and
put it in a steel tube and blow it up?” To their
surprise, the explosive process fused the carbon
molecules together and they created the first
polycrystalline diamond. As an abrasive, the
advantage of polycrystalline diamond is that is
has no cleavage planes so it doesn’t disintegrate
as easily and it retains its particle size longer, so
it lasts longer on the lap. Since it has no sharp
edges, it rolls and polishes more easily. It wasn’t
until the 21st century that polycrystalline
diamond (PCD) started to be regularly used in
the lapidary field.
Members of GE’s early 1950s Project
Superpressure team. Courtesy of the H. Tracy
Hall Foundation
Another important innovation in 1954 was when
GE discovered how to synthesize diamonds for
the first time. In a belt press, they made the first
synthetic mono crystalline diamond. The ability
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Photos courtesy of Gearloose, Ltd.
Jon was a material scientist who was making his
own lapidary materials to supplement his
faceting hobby. After years of making laps with
the historical materials that this article has
already covered, he started to dream up new
ideas for alloys that would improve the ability to
cut and polish stones. He came up with BATT
formula in 1997. He sent a few prototype laps to
friends and cutters on the US Faceters Guild
message board. The reaction to the lap was
dramatic and Jon had to start working nights and
weekends to meet the demands for his new lap.
By lucky synchronicity, 1997 was also the year
that the US Environmental Protection Agency
decided to classify lead metal as a reportable
toxic waste. Suddenly no lap makers wanted to
mess with the metals used to make cutting laps
because they contained a percentage of lead. Jon,
who is an avid proponent of using
environmentally safe materials had already
designed his BATT lap to be lead free, so when
other large manufacturers were pulling back
from the lapidary industry, Gearloose was able to
jump in and fill the gap with a brand new
product. When I spoke to Jon he told me that in
20 years he sold 13,748 BATT laps worldwide,
so I think we can all agree that his innovative tin
alloy lap has had an effect on cutters and cutting
culture around the world.

Monocrystalline and Polycrystalline Diamond
Powder Photos courtesy of Beijing Grish
Hitech Co., Ltd and OFTechAbrasives
(STILL AWAITING PERMISSION TO USE
THESE OR EVEN BETTER ONES)
As we approach the end of the 20th century, into
our story enters our celebrity innovators, Jon
Rolfe (Gearloose) and Thomas Smith (Adamas
Facet). Both of these guys have been cutting
stones since their childhoods and both have
extensive backgrounds in the sciences and
mathematics.
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2000s and Beyond

Thomas’ first idea was using a proprietary
Zirconium Oxide compound as a superior way of
polishing quartz. This idea lead to the creation
the Creamway lap and Zirconium Battstick and
then later, the Skyway Lap.

Thomas Smith had a natural propensity for math
and sciences and began faceting colored stones
and later diamonds after he finished college. In
the early 1980s, he started to experiment with
homemade polishing compounds because he
wasn’t satisfied with the technology that was
available at the time. He talked with other
hobbyist cutters to get ideas about what people
were using to polish gems and what they liked
and disliked.
During his research and experimentation, he
discovered polycrystalline diamond (PCD).
Around 1982, he called up Dupont, the only
producer of the PCD and ordered a sample. He
really liked how well it worked for gem cutting
and he wanted to start using it to make new
products. Unfortunately, PCD was very
expensive and they only sold it in large
quantities. Thomas was able to get smaller
quantities from a distributor, so he started
making his own cutting compounds with it. He
continued to experiment and try new things,
drawing upon both his scientific and diamond
cutting backgrounds.

Photos courtesy of Gearloose, Ltd.
After that, they developed a new type of ceramic
composite lap called the Matrix. The Matrix is
the most complex surface ever used for gem
cutting. Jon explained to me that surface
complexity is important in the calculation of
friction, the management of the fluid film, and in
determining how much energy is transferred to
the polishing particles. All these tiny interactions
happen between the nearly non-existent space
between the lap and the stone. Jon told me that
the complexity of its surface means that the
Matrix is essentially a 10” lap ground into an 8”
circle!

Let us fast forward to 2012. Thomas has just
returned from a hiatus from the gem cutting
world. He hears about Gearloose and gives Jon a
call out of the blue. He tells Jon that he has the
“magic bullet for quartz.” They agree to sign a
non-disclosure agreement together and then the
brainstorming sessions begin. Jon and Thomas
on their own are incredible innovators and they
understand the physics of cutting and polishing
in a way that most people never will. Thomas’
innovations combined with Jon’s background
and the fact that he owned a lap factory a few
miles from his New England home meant that
lots of new possibilities were suddenly available
to the both of them. The meeting of Jon and
Thomas was something of a cosmic trigger for
the world of gem cutting and the innovations that
followed are nothing short of spectacular.
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Around this time, a few customers were asking
Jon to make wax laps for polishing very soft
stones. Instead of making creating a lap of wax,
Thomas came up with a better solution which
ended up being the Lightside lap. It’s a soft
polishing wheel for stones with a hardness of 1-5
mohs that has become popular with specialty
gem cutters.
At some point in their innovative frenzy, Thomas
revealed his idea of using polycrystalline
diamonds instead of monocrystalline diamonds
to improve the speed and quality of the polish on
stones. Jon quickly incorporated PCD into his
existing diamond Diasticks and created a truly
modern and hi-tech kind of polish agent.
A few years later, Jon would redesign his
Diasticks again. He knew that Diamonds love oil
and oxides love water and he wanted to exploit
these facts and create the perfect hybrid
polishing stick. After a long period of
experimentation, he was able to create a new
type of polishing compound that works for oil
and water, which means that he is now able to
just sell one type of polishing compound stick to
all cutters that he calls the Pandemonium stick.
Our final innovation happened in 2017 when
Adamas Facet debuted a new type of
tribochemical polish. This new compound uses
diamond powder or oxides plus either an alkaline
or acid additive depending on which type of
stone you are polishing. When you mix the base
polish with the additive, the chemicals react
together and chemically activate to create a
slurry that speeds up polishing time and
improves the surface finish quality of the stone.

Conclusion
As we entered the 20th century, very few
innovations had been made in the world of gem
cutting technology since its inception in the early
1400’s. Essentially, the lapidary would take a
piece of metal of varying hardness (lead, tin, or
copper) and apply oil or water mixed with an

Micro-photos showing the complex structure
of the surface of the BATT, BA5T, and
Darkside Laps. Photos courtesy of Gearloose,
Ltd.
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abrasive (diamond powder, emery powder, or an
oxide) in order to cut and polish the gemstone.
This was the only method of cutting stones for
500 years. As the industry developed new
methods of creating abrasives, the gem cutting
community adopted diamond embedded laps and
diamond sintered laps which, for a time,
completely replaced the old techniques of cutting
in the West. Then as the 21st century arrived,
with the help of innovators like Gearloose,
Adamas, and a handful of others, a smorgasbord
of new products arrived to compete with and
eventually replace the old technologies.

In the Europe cutting cities, we see various
techniques employed for cutting jewelry and
watch stones. In Geneva, the Swiss-made Bunter
machine uses a heavy duty sintered diamond lap
for cutting and then a thick copper or tin lap is
used for polishing. In Idar-Oberstein, lap
technology has improved since the water-wheel
powered millstones of olden times. In the
workshop I visited in 2017, I saw many
machines using sintered cutting laps and copper
laps for polishing. In France, hand cranked
machines with big 20" copper laps for hard
stones and tin laps for softer stones have been
used since the 1800’s and are still used today
though electric machines sit right beside them
with diamond sintered laps for cutting.

As a new cutter coming into the trade in the 21st
century, the choices can be a little confusing. In
America, Gearloose products have become an
industry standard for cutting and polishing laps,
while overseas in Asia, the old technology still
reigns supreme. In Thailand and Sri Lanka, two
of the major cutting countries in the world, it’s
very common to see people cutting on
inexpensive diamond plated laps and then
polishing on thick, locally made copper laps.
I’ve seen the copper laps prepared by scratching
them with the edge of an old plated topper lap
and then applying the diamond powder/coconut
oil mixture with a finger.

Bunter Machine with Dual Cutting and
Polishing Wheels. Photo by Justin K Prim

Diamond sintered cutting lap and copper
polishing lap in Idar-Oberstein in 2017. Photo
by Justin K Prim
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What can we expect from the future of gem
cutting? Will these new materials eventually
eliminate the old ones? Will future innovations
supersede the best tools that we have today?
From my research and experience, I think it’s
safe to say that the old and the new ways will
continue to co-exist for a long time. Exporting
American-made innovations has proved to be
much more expensive than buying a locally
made traditional copper and tin laps, so I think
the gem industry will make do with what it can
get the easiest and cheapest. For those that strive
for the most pristine polish or the easiest cutting
experience, Jon and Thomas have assured me
that they are still dreaming up exciting ideas for
new materials and advanced composites that will
make cutting and polishing faster, easier, and
more Earth-friendly.
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USFG Museum Quarterly
Report

Anyway, one day shortly after retiring, I was in a
jewelry store with my wife and the owner
showed us a stone made of something that he
called “Sprite-o-lite”. Needless to say, that is
what hooked me. I managed to purchase a used
Facetron and have been faceting ever since.

By Bill Poland

JGMS clubhouse, workshop and Museum
Recently, Tom Mitchell asked me to look into
the possibility of working on the start of a
Museum for USFG “artifacts” of historical
value. At the time, I was already working on a
faceting area within the Museum at the
Jacksonville Gem and Mineral Society. I
worked with the JGMS board members to obtain
their permission to use a “small” portion of a
room in the back of their museum facility as a
temporary display area for USFG artifacts. They
were kind enough to agree and volunteered to let
us use this area for our startup operation.

First let me start off by introducing myself. My
name is Bill Poland and I am one of your newest
board members. When I retired in 2006 with 30
years at Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida in
what used to be called Data Processing, my wife
warned me that if we were to survive together, I
would have to get a hobby that would keep me
active and a group of friends that could keep me
out of her hair. I thought having a wood
working shop and running a photography
business would be enough, but…

I am currently
negotiating
additional storage
space within the
JGMS clubhouse
for items we will
be adding to our
displays as our
collections grow.
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New Designs
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Announcements
======================================================================

Just a reminder
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally need
to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be sure
to notify us of any changes to your email address.

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It
is available on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be
posted to the website when the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor:
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a
suggestion or submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we
are ALL volunteers, so to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior
to publication dates if possible. Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are
all here to learn!
Our newsletter is published for the express purpose of sharing information with members
and other faceting guilds. There is no intent to show preference for or damage to any
person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial company. Opinions expressed are
those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily
represent those of the USFG membership, Officers, or BOD.

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership
dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable via PayPal or by
check made payable to the USFG Treasurer.
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New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/becomea-member. Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and
print a membership form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address
listed. The advantage to using PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our
website.
Renewing Members – Using your email and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My
Account/Subscriptions page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week
before your membership expires.
Please be sure to keep your information current. Email changes are especially important –
that is our primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to: membership@usfacetersguild.org
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United States Faceting Guild Financials
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Office/Board of Directors/Staff
Elections were held in January for your USFG Board of Directors.

Officers 2018
President: Tom Mitchell
Vice President: Dan Lynch
Secretary: Jenny Clark
Treasurer: Sandy Fallin

Board of Directors
Al Balmer
Arya Akhavan
Bill Poland
Bob Lawrence
Howard Bromley
Ken Michalek

Appointed Staff
Historian: Jeff Theesfeld
Editor: Dan Lynch

USFG Lifetime Members
Alexander Wolkonsky
Glenn Klein
Ralph Mathewson
Billy Stringfellow (d)
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Charles Moon (d)
Jean A. Marr
Sylvia Czayo (d)
Don Dunn (d)
John Bayer

William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Ed Romack (d)
Verner Tovrea
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